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XERION 5000-4000 Series.
For all of your manure handling needs, trust in a tractor that’s built to deliver a higher level of comfort and control. Unlike typical 
articulated models, the rigid frame XERION tractor from CLAAS features multiple steering modes for tighter turns, better flotation, 
and rock-solid handling - even under the heaviest loads. Equipped with a CVT transmission, the XERION tractor offers an 
exceptionally fast 31 mph (50 km/h) road speed, saving you both time and fuel costs for the long hauls. Plus, XERION tractors 
feature intuitive, ergonomic controls in a whisper quiet cab.

Meet your manure handling demands head on, with a tractor built from the frame up with your needs in mind.

Steer clear of  
articulated alternatives.
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1 CVT transmission makes for easy operation, more fuel savings and higher productivity

2 Maximum road speed of 31 mph (50 km/h) makes it faster than any other 4WD tractor on the market

3 Six special steering modes

4 Fixed frame design and steerable axles for maneuverability and safety

5 CMOTION multifunction lever gives fingertip control of all spreader gates, boom controls, ground speed  
and auto guidance engagement

6 Full engine power to the ground, at any speed

7 PTO speed at 1,730 engine rpm for increased fuel savings 

8 Easy weighting and ballasting system 
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A quick look: 
XERION manure handling features.
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The XERION tractor:  
In their words.

Mike Rheault 
Assiniboine Injections LTD 
Notre Dame de Lourdes, MB, Canada

“A key factor with the XERION tractor is its road speed. In 
between jobs and even in between piles, it is significantly faster 
than other tractors. We have been able to take on a couple of 
extra jobs per year because of the efficiency.”

Garth Franklin 
GT Custom Work LTD 
Dunvegan, ON, Canada

“We can finish jobs quicker, so there’s room to do more jobs. 
We’ve had to adjust the price because we realized right away 
the tanks are far more efficient. You’re not backing into the 
pump as often, you’re taking a bigger load to the field...the 
efficiency factor is really big.”

Peter Gilbraith 
Gilbraith Farm Services 
St Claude, MB, Canada

“We’re burning about eight gallons of fuel per hour with the 
XERION tractor. With other tractors, using the same spreader, 
we burned about 20 gallons of fuel per hour. So that’s a huge,  
huge savings.”

David Thiessen 
Wiebe Brother’s Manuring Inc. 
Roseau River, MB, Canada

“We run three XERION tractors with our tanker units...The cab 
suspension, the seat and the handling eliminate a lot of stress 
and fatigue on the body. Our employees are very happy with the 
comfort of these units.”
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Specifications.

XERION 5000 4500 4000

Engine type Mercedes Benz Mercedes Benz Mercedes Benz
Engine size L 12.8 12.8 10.6
Rated engine speed rpm 1,900 1,900 1,900
Rated engine power hp 517 476 422
Max. engine power at 1,650 rpm hp 530 490 435
Max. engine torque at 1,100 rpm ft-lbs 1,807 1,696 1,548
PTO power at 1,730 rpm hp 472 433 380
Transmission type CVT CVT CVT
Max. ground speed mph 25 (31 optional) 31 31
Frame design Fixed Fixed Fixed
Steering system 4-wheel 4-wheel 4-wheel
Turning circle ft 48 48 48
Number of special steering modes 6 6 6
Fuel tank capacity gal 245 245 245
DEF tank capacity gal 23.3 23.3 23.3
Standard hydraulic flow gpm 51.5 51.5 51.5
Optional: twin priority flow gpm 72.5 72.5 72.5
Optional: power hydraulic flow gpm 117.5 117.5 117.5
Max. operating pressure psi 2,900 2,900 2,900
Max. flow per valve gpm 30 30 30
Max. number of spool valves 10 10 10
Rear 3-point lift capacity lbs 21,739 21,739 21,739
Front 3-point lift capacity lbs 18,209 18,209 18,209
Standard drawbar capacity lbs 11,000 11,000 11,000
HD drawbar capacity lbs 23,000 23,000 23,000
Axle 5 pinion outboard 5 pinion outboard 5 pinion outboard
Cooling fan Hydraulic reversing Hydraulic reversing Hydraulic reversing
Wheel base in 142 142 142
Overall height in 153 153 153
Overall width with 710 duals in 198 198 198
Base weight with 710 duals lbs 43,000 43,000 43,000

©2018 CLAAS of America Inc.  All descriptions and specifications should be considered approximate and may include optional equipment.  In certain cases, protective 
panels have been removed to show detail.  To avoid risk of injury, never remove these panels yourself.  Please refer to operators manual for instructions.  Product and 
specifications subject to change without notice.


